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KAMO Power reduces 
tracking time from 
hours to minutes 
with Workfront
With a large network of technicians in the fi eld, 
KAMO Power couldn’t waste time on slow 
spreadsheet tracking. Instead, they found a way 
to give their whole team one-click access to the 
information they needed—with Workfront Enterprise 
Work Cloud®.

SPREADSHEET STRESS AND 
RESOURCE STRAIN

KAMO Power serves 17-member distribution cooperatives in 
northeast Oklahoma and southwest Missouri by providing safe, 
reliable, and low-cost electric power. In 2013, KAMO’s annual sales 
to its members exceeded 5 million megawatt hours, representing 
nearly 300,000 member owners. Tim Bagwell, [Project Manager], 
and his team had the daunting responsibility of keeping the 
power and telecommunications grid up and running. This involved 
challenging resource allocation and logistics coordination, as the 
team moved from one problem area to the next helping customers. 
Tim also managed changes in personnel, which could be quite time-
consuming given his other responsibilities. 

Yet despite these intense work management needs, KAMO’s tools 
for tracking projects and managing workfl ow were outdated and 
insuffi  cient. Employees tracked their own individual jobs on Excel 
spreadsheets, with no centralized function for coordinating projects 
across teams or tasks, causing important details to slip through the 
cracks. The process was overly time-consuming as well, absorbing 
up to 12 hours a week with contacting people for information, 
entering data, and making project updates. Despite these eff orts, 
employees would often end up driving hours out of their way within 
their large territories to take care of last-minute jobs due to gaps in 
data and communication.

In an eff ort to share their data with the rest of the company, Tim 
and his team had to hold frequent meetings—sometimes as 
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“BEFORE WORKFRONT, 
OUR WORK MANAGEMENT 
WAS DONE VERY POORLY. 
THERE WASN’T REALLY 
ANY COPING MECHANISM. 
YOU CAME IN ON MONDAY 
AND IT WAS A BRAND-NEW 
WORLD. YOU BUILT IT AS 
IT CAME IN.”

–Tim Bagwell, Project 
Manager, KAMO Power

often as three times a week—to rehash and reevaluate priorities. This 
process created unnecessary stress, strained their available resources, 
and ultimately led to problems with employee retention. Clearly, a more 
eff ective work management system was desperately needed, and Tim set 
to work fi nding one.

EASY ACCESS TO DATA—EVEN IN THE FIELD

As Tim shopped for KAMO’s new solution, he did his homework thoroughly, 
surveying a variety of online work management solutions. After considering 
Clarizen and Primavera among other software packages, he found these 
competitors to be less tactile and user-friendly than Workfront Enterprise 
Work Cloud®. 

Tim’s team of fi eld personnel needed the ability to look at an app on 
their smartphone, iPad, or laptop and adopt it quickly without excessive 
training. Workfront would make this goal possible. Tim and his team began 
working with an Workfront implementation consultant in mid-2013.With 
the enhanced visibility Workfront provided, the agency further customized 
the project portfolio management solution to support revenue recognition 
policies. The accounting group can now assess profi tability in real time as 
each project is completed. The group can also identify where additional 
revenue opportunities can be gained.

STREAMLINED PROCESS SOOTHES NERVES, SAVES TIME

Just two months after the implementation of Workfront, Tim noticed vast improvements in the effi  ciency and 
communication of his team, which started to breathe easier with the support of the software. The challenge of 
providing timely information to employees in the fi eld was solved through use of the Workfront smartphone app, 
which allowed Tim to push information to technicians who could then respond in real time. 

“THE MOST USEFUL FEATURE IS THE SIMPLE DESIGN 
OF THE SMARTPHONE APP. WE’RE ABLE TO PUSH 
INFORMATION TO OUR GUYS IN THE FIELD, AND THEY 
CAN RESPOND IN REAL TIME. YOU CAN ALSO SEE 
IF YOUR RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IS BEING OVER-
TASKED AND IT’S VERY EASY TO UNDERSTAND.”
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Devour Your Team's Work Chaos With Workfront 

Meet the King of Work Management. With real-time work planning, tracking, 
collaboration, and reporting, Workfront enables enterprise teams to:

• Drive greater productivity by automating repetitive manual tasks 

• Increase communication and transparency through social-style   
updates and dashboards 

• Reduce project failure with real-time views into project progress   
and resource workloads 

• Provide data-driven insights for constant improvement

Visibility improved, allowing everyone in the group to have a window on 
prioritization and resource management. The company benefitted from 
having a central location to store information, allowing all team members an 
effective way to raise project-specific concerns.

Time savings also became instantly clear. The data-gathering and project-
tracking process was simplified, and the previous three-a-week meetings 
were reduced to a single weekly huddle. Project changes or delays that 
took a day or two previously to communicate to the field were conveyed in a 
single click, allowing Tim to reallocate resources to other jobs. 

The lengthy spreadsheet-creation time was also eliminated by one-click 
updates. Employees started pulling documents on specific projects on an 
as-needed basis, preventing time-consuming bottlenecks from occurring 
with contractors or the central office. With logistics streamlined, work 
management inefficiencies and the helter-skelter Monday mode took a 
backseat, allowing the whole group to plan their week in advance 
more effectively.

“OUR TECHNICIANS 
NEEDED TO BE ABLE TO 
LOOK AT SOMETHING  
ON THEIR SMARTPHONE,  
IPAD, OR LAPTOP AND 
JUST BE ABLE TO GET 
IT WITHOUT A LOT OF 
HASSLE. WORKFRONT 
WAS VERY TACTILE AND 
USER-FRIENDLY, AND 
THAT’S WHY WE  
SELECTED IT.”

–Tim Bagwell, Project 
Manager, KAMO Power


